Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Most neurons share a common structure consisting of a soma, an axon and dendrites. Dendrites are typically the most extended parts. Their distinct morphologies started to be appreciated by many scientists from the 1890s through the exemplary drawings of Ramón y Cajal \[[@CR32]\], and gradually the significance of dendritic functions in single cell neuronal computation became apparent (informative overviews from both an experimental and a theoretical perspective can be found in the series of books \[[@CR10], [@CR33], [@CR37], [@CR41]\]). A successful application of *cable theory* in modelling spatio-temporal voltage dynamics in dendritic arborisations can be attributed to Rall \[[@CR31], [@CR35]\]. The idea behind cable theory is to build models of dendritic voltage dynamics using the analogy of electrical circuits. The electrical circuits can be either passive (linear) or active (nonlinear), mimicking the absence or presence of voltage-gated ion channels in dendritic membranes. While the combination of realistic dendritic morphologies and active voltage-gated ion channels restricts such models to be solved by only numerical methods using a compartmental approach, mathematical analysis is possible when dendritic voltage dynamics can be described by a linearised (quasi-active) model. Although the linearised models ignore any active dynamics for spike generation, they provide the fundamental foundation for a better understanding of neuronal signal filtration and integration in single dendritic/axonal cables (e.g. \[[@CR15], [@CR26], [@CR34]\]) and in more complex morphologies (e.g. \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]).

Most models based on cable theory assume cylindrical dendritic segments, despite the fact that they are known to taper in many types of neurons, demonstrating initially rapid and then moderate decreases in dendritic radius from proximal to distal ends \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR20], [@CR42]\]. Earlier mathematical modelling of dendritic voltage dynamics on continuous tapering structures was also attributed to Rall and co-authors with the focus on single tapering segments or dendritic trees that can be reduced to equivalent tapering cables \[[@CR16], [@CR31]\]. Later Poznanski \[[@CR27]\] followed up the theoretical investigation of such tapering cables and identified the geometric types for continuous dendritic tapers that permit analytical solutions. In parallel, multiple studies focussed on finding analytical solutions in arbitrary branching neurons with cylindrical dendritic segments \[[@CR2], [@CR19], [@CR22]--[@CR25]\]). More recently, Glenn and Knisley \[[@CR11]\] developed a method of obtaining analytical solutions in dendritic trees with continuous tapering structures and linearised voltage dynamics by solving a recursive transcendental equation, based on the original method designed by Major et al. \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\] for passive branching neurons with cylindrical dendritic segments.

In this work we use an alternative approach, the *sum-over-trips* framework, which was initially developed by Abbott et al. \[[@CR2]\] from the path integral formulation. The original framework provided a method for calculating analytical Green's functions (voltage response functions given a Dirac delta current injected at some discrete location) in arbitrary branching dendrites with cylindrical segments and passive membranes. Later this method was generalised to support quasi-active cell membranes \[[@CR8]\] and electrically coupled neuronal networks \[[@CR39]\]. Here we combine the results of \[[@CR27]\] and \[[@CR8]\], and introduce an extended theoretical framework for calculating Green's functions in an arbitrary branching neuron with cylindrical or tapering segments and passive or quasi-active membranes. Moreover, we demonstrate that the set of geometric types identified in \[[@CR27]\] makes it possible to describe the voltage dynamics in the entire branching structure by a unique Helmholtz equation, and thus allows us to apply the method of local point matching \[[@CR43]\] for finding the Green's functions in compact algebraic forms.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we introduce and study a model of a single tapering dendritic cable of infinite length. We demonstrate how this model can be reduced to a Helmholtz equation and can then be solved by calculating the corresponding Green's function. Next, in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} we consider an arbitrary branching neuron with tapering segments and quasi-active membranes, and extend the sum-over-trips framework for calculating Green's functions in such neurons. In Sect. [4](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} we consider a number of illustrative examples and demonstrate the application of the extended sum-over-trips framework. In particular, we justify a consideration of a parabolic taper as one of the biologically realistic dendritic geometries, and then study (i) a soma and dendrite model and (ii) a 'Y'-shaped dendritic tree model. Finally in Sect. [5](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"} we provide a discussion of the further potential of this work. Some detailed mathematical derivations are collected in appendices for the interested reader.

A mathematical model of a single tapering dendritic cable {#Sec2}
=========================================================

The generalised cable equation {#Sec3}
------------------------------

We consider a single one-dimensional dendritic cable of an infinite length with its radius described by a smooth function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$x\in\mathbb {R}$\end{document}$ denotes the spatial location along the cable. The cell membrane is modelled by an electrical circuit consisting of a passive part and an active part which mimics the dynamics of ion channels. Passive dynamics of the cell membrane are governed by the membrane capacitance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{l}$\end{document}$. The ion current generated by an arbitrary type of ion channel can be modelled as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$g_{\mathrm{ion}}(V)$\end{document}$ is the voltage-dependent conductance and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$g_{\mathrm{ion}}(V)$\end{document}$ depends on the dynamics of the gating variables for a particular type of ion channel. The generalised cable equation with a single type of voltage-gated ion channel can then be written down as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ C_{m}\frac{\partial V}{\partial t}=-g_{l}(V-E_{l})-g_{\mathrm{ion}}(V) (V-E_{\mathrm{ion}})+\frac{1}{2R_{a} \rho(x)}\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \biggl[r^{2}(x) \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} \biggr]+I_{0}(x,t), $$\end{document}$$ where the axial resistivity of the dendritic cytosol $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$x_{0}$\end{document}$. A detailed derivation of Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is provided in Appendix [1](#Sec24){ref-type="sec"}.

It has been demonstrated earlier that the fully active (nonlinear) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{\mathrm{ion}}$\end{document}$ dynamics can be well approximated by a quasi-active (linearised) current $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\widehat{I}_{\mathrm{ion}}$\end{document}$ \[[@CR8], [@CR18]\]. Equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can thus be reduced to the following linearised system (from now on all membrane potentials are measured from rest): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$L_{\mathrm{ion}}$\end{document}$ are the effective resistance and inductance of the linearised ion channels respectively.

Next we will demonstrate how a set of transformations can convert the system of Eqs. ([4a](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and ([4b](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) into an equivalent form that is ideal for the subsequent mathematical analysis. By defining $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda(x)= \biggl[\frac{1}{2R_{a}g_{l}}\frac {r^{2}(x)}{\rho(x)} \biggr]^{1/2} $$\end{document}$$ to be the characteristic length parameter \[[@CR27], [@CR30], [@CR31]\], we can introduce a spatial scaling mapping $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mu:\mathbb {R}\to\mathbb {R}$\end{document}$ is bijective. Applying *μ* to Eqs. ([4a](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and ([4b](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) leads to the following system of equations: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\tau=C_{m}/g_{l}$\end{document}$ is the membrane time constant, and formally $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mu^{-1}$\end{document}$ the inverse mapping of *μ*. Similarly to the approach in \[[@CR27]\] for the passive tapering cable, we define $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ F(X)=F\bigl(\mu(x)\bigr)=\frac{r^{2}(x)}{\lambda(x)} $$\end{document}$$ to be the geometric ratio, and reduce Eq. ([7a](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) to the following form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \tau\frac{\partial V}{\partial t} =\frac{\partial^{2} V}{\partial X^{2}}-V+\xi(X) \frac{\partial V}{\partial X}+\frac{I_{0}(\mu^{-1}(X),t)-\widehat {I}_{\mathrm{ion}}(\mu^{-1}(X),t)}{g_{l}}, $$\end{document}$$ where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \xi(X)=\frac{1}{F(X)}\frac{\textrm {d}F}{\textrm {d}X}=\frac{\textrm {d}}{\textrm {d}X} \bigl[\ln F(X) \bigr]. $$\end{document}$$ Introducing a voltage transformation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \phi(X)= \biggl[\frac{F(0)}{F(X)} \biggr]^{\frac{1}{2}}, $$\end{document}$$ we can further reduce Eq. ([9](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) to $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \beta(X)=1+\frac{\xi^{2}(X)}{4}+\frac{1}{2} \frac{\textrm {d}\xi}{ \textrm {d}X}. $$\end{document}$$ Note $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {S}_{\phi}$\end{document}$ are bijective, the two models ([4a](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and ([4b](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) and ([16a](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) and ([16b](#Equ19){ref-type=""}) are equivalent.

The analytical solution {#Sec4}
-----------------------
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A mathematical model of a branching neuron with tapering dendrites {#Sec5}
==================================================================

The neuronal morphology {#Sec6}
-----------------------

Here we consider an arbitrary branching neuron as illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The global morphology is modelled as a graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The voltage dynamics {#Sec7}
--------------------
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The boundary conditions {#Sec8}
-----------------------

All the boundary conditions are assumed to be governed by two physical laws: continuity of potentials and conservation of currents. Here we consider three types of boundary conditions: terminal, branching and somatic nodes (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Working on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Terminal node {#Sec9}
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### Branching node {#Sec10}
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### Somatic node {#Sec11}
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The general solution {#Sec12}
--------------------
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Rules for constructing trip coefficients {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}${H}_{ij}(\bar{x},\bar{y})$\end{document}$ in Eq. ([45](#Equ54){ref-type=""}) constructed using the appropriate node factors satisfies the required boundary conditions in *Γ*. Similar derivations for cylindrical dendrites can be found in \[[@CR2], [@CR8]\]. Below we list the node factors for three types of boundary conditions discussed in Sect. [3.3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, omitting *ω* for compactness.

### Terminal node {#Sec14}
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                \begin{document}$\xi_{m}$\end{document}$ has a similar form to Eq. ([10](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) for an infinite single cable, but it is defined locally for each segment. Since each node factor is associated with the direction of the trip travelling away from the corresponding node, this direction is assumed to be positive orientation of the local spatial coordinate.

### Branching node {#Sec15}
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### Somatic node {#Sec16}
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                \begin{document}$\chi^{S}$\end{document}$, the node factors have the same expressions as the branching node factors, that is, for a reflective trip, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ z_{S}(\omega)=C_{S}\omega+\frac{1}{R_{S}}+ \frac{1}{r_{S}+L_{S}\omega} $$\end{document}$$ is the somatic admittance.

The method of local point matching {#Sec17}
----------------------------------

In order to find the analytical Green's function of the system ([35a](#Equ40){ref-type=""}) and ([35b](#Equ41){ref-type=""}) in *Γ*, we apply the extended sum-over-trips framework with the new node factors described above. Although the theoretical convergence of the infinite sum in the Green's function ([47](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) can be proved using a similar argument to \[[@CR1]\], truncation of terms is always required for any numerical computation of Green's functions in an arbitrary branching neuron \[[@CR5]\]. Instead, the method of local point matching \[[@CR43]\] can be used to find Green's functions in compact algebraic forms. We refer the reader to \[[@CR43]\] for a summary of the algorithmic steps of this method, which requires modifications for the case of dendritic tapers on the following three entities: the normalisation of the spatial coordinates;the voltage transformation;the node factors. As a result, we can obtain the Green's function ([47](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) in the following form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Some examples with parabolic dendritic taper {#Sec18}
============================================

Basic geometry of a parabolic dendritic segment {#Sec19}
-----------------------------------------------

In the upcoming examples of simplified neuronal models, we assume that all dendritic segments are either cylindrical or parabolic in geometry. The choice of the parabolic taper is justified by a number of experimental observations \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR20], [@CR42]\], indicating that the tapering slope is steeper at the start of the segment and is getting flatter towards the end. In particular, the radius of a parabolic dendritic segment satisfies $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$r_{1}=r(l_{0})$\end{document}$ are the initial and terminal radii respectively, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$a=(1-\sqrt{r_{1}/r_{0}})/l_{0}$\end{document}$ defines the slope of the parabola.
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                \begin{document}$[r'(x)]^{2}\ll1$\end{document}$, this parabolic taper can be well approximated by the exponential type (see \[[@CR12]\] for the proof), whose geometric ratio can be found as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$F(X)$\end{document}$. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} justifies the fact that there are negligible difference between the two geometries. Therefore, we model all parabolic dendritic segments by the exponential type for its mathematical tractability demonstrated in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Combining Eqs. ([8](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) and ([67](#Equ76){ref-type=""}) we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ X=\mu(x)=-\frac{3}{2\kappa}\ln(1-ax), $$\end{document}$$ which defines the spatial mapping *μ* locally for each parabolic taper. Figure 4Comparison of the parabolic geometry given by Eq. ([66](#Equ75){ref-type=""}) in red and the exponential type given by Eq. ([67](#Equ76){ref-type=""}) in black asterisks, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition we note that both hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine types asymptotically approach the exponential type in the limit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$r(x)$\end{document}$ functions are concave (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It has also been computationally validated in \[[@CR9]\] and later mathematically proved in \[[@CR4]\] that the parabolic taper is optimal in the transfer of current signals along a single dendritic cable.

A soma and dendrite model: parabolic versus cylindrical cable {#Sec20}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Here we consider a simple model of a single dendritic cable with one end ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$r_{a,c}$\end{document}$ are simply constants. In the parabolic dendritic cable with radius described by Eq. ([66](#Equ75){ref-type=""}), the geometry can be rewritten in the form of Eq. ([67](#Equ76){ref-type=""}) with the spatial scaling *μ* given by Eq. ([68](#Equ77){ref-type=""}), and then normalised by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the comparison between the cylindrical and parabolic models, we focus only on their dendritic geometries and consider all other parameters to be the same. For the parabolic dendritic cable we assume $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To compare the two models in the presence of the quasi-active membranes, the preferred frequency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A soma and dendrite model: parabolic versus compartmental cable {#Sec21}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Here we still study the same parabolic model as in the previous section, but compare it to a compartmental model, consisting of an array of *N* cylindrical dendritic segments. We assume that these cylindrical segments share the same length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$l_{0}/N$\end{document}$ while their radii are successively decreasing. Such compartmental models are commonly used in computational work (e.g. \[[@CR9], [@CR21], [@CR42]\]) to approximate continuous tapering structures. In order to investigate the geometric effect on voltage amplitudes, we consider the two models to be purely passive, and set the dendritic geometries in such a way that the total membrane areas of the two models are equal, while assuming all the other parameters to be the same. In particular, we choose the dendritic radius of segment $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the two models are both passive, we only study the somatic responses at steady state (as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A 'Y'-shaped dendritic tree: parabolic versus cylindrical segments {#Sec22}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Here we consider a parabolic model of a passive neuron with a simplified 'Y'-shaped dendritic tree. The dendritic tree consists of one cylindrical primary dendritic segment and two identical parabolic secondary segments that are attached to one another at the branching point ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We investigated how the somatic responses at steady state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec23}
==========

In this paper we present a unified approach for calculating the Green's functions in a quasi-active (or passive) neuron with an arbitrary branching dendritic structures and tapering segments. It extends the sum-over-trips framework introduced for passive cylindrical dendrites \[[@CR2]\] and quasi-active cylindrical dendrites \[[@CR8]\], and generalises the work in \[[@CR27]\] for single tapering cables. We also demonstrate how the solutions can be found in compact algebraic forms (instead of being represented as infinite sums) using the previously developed method of local point matching \[[@CR43]\]. The obtained compact Green's function solutions allow one to conduct mathematical analysis and efficient numerical simulations for better understanding the role of dendritic morphology on neuronal signal modulations. These solutions can be naturally reduced to the models with cylindrical dendritic structures to recover the results in \[[@CR2], [@CR8], [@CR43]\] by considering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our comparison between the tapering and cylindrical models indicates that the parabolic geometry tends to increase somatic voltage responses driven by distal dendritic inputs and that this increase can be attributed to the local dendritic taper alone. The earlier work of Bird and Cuntz \[[@CR4]\] mathematically justifies that the parabolic dendritic taper provides the optimal signal transfer from the input location to the soma in a model of a single tapering cable. Our study considered a still simplified, but nevertheless a more advanced 'Y'-shaped tree model, which indicates that this optimal signal transfer property is also applicable to more complex dendritic branching structures.

As it stands this modelling framework excludes any active dynamics that can be attributed to the voltage-gated ionic channels. Mathematical analysis of the dendritic models with active properties is often impossible due to nonlinearities in the underlying equations, with a few exceptions of dendritic models with hot spots \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\] or simplified piecewise linear models of active spines used in frameworks such as the Spike--Diffuse--Spike (SDS) type model \[[@CR7], [@CR38]\]. It would be interesting to extend the SDS model from the cylindrical to tapering dendritic segments and investigate the geometric effects on the speed of wave propagation at the level of a single cable as well as on branching structures. Another possible extension of this work is to go beyond a single cell model to a network level. Considering a model of spatially extended neurons coupled by electrical synapses (gap-junctions) it is possible to extend the work in \[[@CR39]\] and derive the node factors for gap-junctional boundary conditions located on tapering dendritic segments. The Green's function for the whole network can then be efficiently computed using the method of local point matching \[[@CR43]\]. Such extensions would allow us to rigorously investigate the effects of dendritic tapers on the voltage dynamics at the level of a single cell and electrically coupled neuronal networks with the dendritic and somatic membrane models being passive, quasi-active or active. Finally, the proposed framework is compatible with *stochastic cable theory* \[[@CR40]\], allowing one to expand a recent work of Gowers et al. \[[@CR13]\] of calculating the firing rates of branching neurons with tapering dendrites.

Appendix 1: The generalised cable equation in a dendritic cable with a location-dependent radius {#Sec24}
================================================================================================

The classical cable theory introduces the cable equation with a constant dendritic radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$r(x)$\end{document}$ to obtain the mathematical model given in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). Similar derivations, for the passive membrane though, can be found in \[[@CR4], [@CR30]\].

Considering a small dendritic section $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ R(x)=\frac{R_{a}\varDelta ^{2}}{\int_{x}^{x+\varDelta }A_{c}(s)\,\textrm {d}s} $$\end{document}$$ is the axial resistance of the section $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 2: The Green's function of the Helmholtz equation {#Sec25}
==========================================================

The Green's function of an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation can be found as a solution to the following canonical form of the Helmholtz equation: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 3: The new node factors in the extended sum-over-trips framework for tapering dendrites {#Sec26}
================================================================================================

Here we derive the node factors listed in Sect. [3.5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}. Since a node factor at any node depends solely on the boundary conditions imposed by this node (proved in \[[@CR2]\]), we consider a single node of each type and assume that only semi-infinite dendritic cables are attached to this considered node. As a starting point we rewrite Eq. ([47](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$X=0$\end{document}$) in all three types of nodes, imposing the boundary conditions listed in Sect. [3.3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} on the Green's function ([104](#Equ119){ref-type=""}). In practice any node factor should be evaluated with its local parameters, and its value is independent of the choice of local spatical coordinates.

3.1 Terminal node {#Sec27}
-----------------

Under the above assumptions the dendritic morphology is simply a semi-infinite cable. Applying the sum-over-trips framework there are only two trips, a direct trip and a reflective one. Equation ([104](#Equ119){ref-type=""}) thus reduces to $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If the terminal node is sealed, the boundary condition ([41](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) is imposed, which gives $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.2 Branching node {#Sec28}
------------------

Here we consider a dendritic morphology consisting of *K* semi-infinite dendritic cables attached to a branching node, and without loss of generality the input location *y* is assumed to be on cable 1. We define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.3 Somatic node {#Sec29}
----------------

Here we consider a dendritic morphology that is identical to that in the previous section, and thus we can use exactly the same Green's functions ([117a](#Equ132){ref-type=""}) and ([117b](#Equ133){ref-type=""}). However, the node in this section is a soma, and therefore the boundary conditions ([43a](#Equ50){ref-type=""}), ([43b](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) and ([43c](#Equ52){ref-type=""}) are imposed. Performing the Laplace transform on Eqs. ([43b](#Equ51){ref-type=""}) and ([43c](#Equ52){ref-type=""}), we obtain in the frequency domain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 4: The Green's function in the 'Y'-shaped dendritic tree {#Sec30}
=================================================================

To find the Green's function for the 'Y'-shaped dendritic model discussed in Sect. [4.4](#Sec22){ref-type="sec"}, we apply the sum-over-trips framework and use the method of local point matching \[[@CR43]\]. We denote the dendritic segments by 0 (primary) and 1 (secondary), and the nodes by *S* (somatic), *B* (branching) and *T* (sealed terminal), and thereby identify all node factors below. At the somatic node, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 5: The reciprocity identity for an arbitrary dendritic tree {#Sec31}
====================================================================

Equation ([18](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) of the model in the Laplace domain is the second-order linear ordinary differential equation and can thus be rewritten in the Sturm--Liouville form. The differential operator is self-adjoint, and therefore the Green's function must be symmetric in space \[[@CR36]\], supporting the reciprocity principle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There is an immediate corollary from the reciprocity identity ([86](#Equ99){ref-type=""}) stating that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$G_{ij}(x,y)=G_{ji}(y,x)$\end{document}$ is also continuous in *y*. Although the corollary seems to be trivial, its important consequence is the case of having the input location *y* at a node (e.g. the soma). In such a scenario we can place the input at *y* on any of the dendritic segments that are attached to that node and then consider the distance between *y* and the node to be zero. The corollary guarantees the uniqueness of the solution, even if we choose different attached segments in such circumstances. Therefore the framework can be applied directly to any input location.
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